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The capacity of classical channels is convex. This is not the case for the quantum capacity
of a channel: the capacity of a mixture of di↵erent quantum channels exceeds the mixture of the
individual capacities and thus is non-convex. Here we show that this e↵ect goes beyond the quantum
capacity and holds for the private and classical environment-assisted capacities of quantum channels.
Introduction
Classical information theory was laid down by Shan-
non in the nineteen forties to characterize the ultimate
rate at which one could hope to transmit classical in-
formation over a classical communication channel: the
channel capacity. Surprisingly in retrospective, not only
it achieved its purpose but the capacity of classical chan-
nels turned out to comply with all the properties that
one could expect for such a quantity: it can be e ciently
computed [1, 2] and it gauges the usefulness of the chan-
nel in the presence of any additional contextual channel.
It is a natural consequence of additivity and convexity of
the capacity in the set of channels.
With quantum channels complemented by various aux-
iliary resources, a whole new range of communication
tasks became feasible. Notably, they allow for the trans-
mission of quantum and private classical communication
– tasks beyond the reach of classical channels. For most
of these tasks, the tools used to prove the capacity the-
orems in the classical case can be generalized. However,
computability, additivity, and convexity — the three con-
venient properties of the classical capacity of classical
channels — do not necessarily translate to the quantum
case. In Table I we summarize what is known about
these properties for a set of relevant quantum channel
capacities.
With the exception of the entanglement-assisted ca-
pacity [3, 4], there is no known algorithm to compute
any of these capacities. It is due to their characteriza-
tion which in most cases is given by a regularized formula
[5–15]. Moreover, even non-regularized quantities are no-
toriously hard to compute. For instance, the Holevo in-
formation is known to be NP-complete [16].
A capacity is non-additive as a function of a channel
if for a given pair of channels the sum of their individual
capacities is strictly smaller than the capacity of another
channel which is constructed by using both channels in
parallel. Hence, a non-additive capacity is contextual:
the usefulness of a channel for communication depends
on what other channels are available. The private and
quantum capacities are known to be non-additive [17–
19]. This observation motivated authors in [15] to define
a new quantity – the potential capacity – which charac-
terizes the usefulness of a channel used in parallel with
the best possible contextual channel.
Another important property of the capacities of quan-
Computability Additivity Convexity
Q ? No [17] No [17]
P ? No [18, 19] No
C ? ? ?
Ce Yes [4] Yes [3] Yes [3, 4]
CH ? No [14] No
TABLE I. Main properties of quantum channel capaci-
ties: convexity, additivity, and computability. We consider
quantum capacity Q, private capacity P and unassisted,
entanglement-assisted and environment-assisted classical ca-
pacities, C, Ce and CH respectively.
tum channels is convexity. The capacity T of a quantum
channel N is non-convex if there exists a pair of channels
N1 and N2 and p 2 (0, 1) such that:
pT (N1) + (1  p)T (N2) < T (pN1 + (1  p)N2) . (1)
In a same vein, non-convexity also implies that capacity
is contextual. For a channel N , a contextual channel
M and a mixing parameter p 2 (0, 1) we can define a
non-convexity functional:
Gp,M(N ) = 1/p [T (pN + (1  p)M)  (1  p)T (M)]
(2)
analogous to the one defined in [15] for non-additivity.
This functional induces a (new) potential capacity given
by the maximization of Gp,M(N ) over all contextual
channels M and p 2 (0, 1]. If T is non-convex, then
there exists a channel N such that its potential capacity
is strictly larger than T (N ) or, equivalently, there exists
a triple p,N ,M for which Gp,M(N ) > T (N ).
Non-convexity is a surprising property in connection to
two communication scenarios in which Alice, the sender,
has access to two channels that are used with probabili-
ties p and 1 p. In the first one, Alice uses both channels
independently. In the second one, Alice encodes jointly
over the two channels but has no control over which of
the channels is applied; instead, a black box applies them
at random with the same probabilities p and 1  p. The
two scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1.
In contrast to the classical capacity of classical chan-
nels, it was shown that the capacity of quantum channels
for transmitting quantum information, i.e. the quantum
2capacity, is non-convex [17]. The question that we ad-
dress in the following is whether non-convexity is lim-
ited to the transmission of quantum information or can
be observed beyond the task of entanglement transmis-
sion. We show that the private capacity and the classical
environment-assisted capacities of a quantum channel are
non-convex.
Communication tasks
The action of a quantum channel can always be
defined by an isometry V that takes the input sys-
tem A0 to the output B together with an auxiliary
system called the environment E: NA0!B(⇢A0) =
trEV A
0!BE⇢A
0
(V A
0!BE)†. This isometry allows to
define the action of the complementary channel:
NˆA0!E(⇢A0) = trBV A0!BE⇢A0(V A0!BE)†. We denote
the systems involved by a superscript, which we omit
when they are clear from the context.
Let ⇢A be a quantum state, we denote by H(A) =
 tr⇢ log ⇢ the von Neumann entropy. Let ⇢AB be a bi-
partite quantum state, we denote by I(A;B) = H(A) +
H(B) H(AB) the mutual information between the sys-
tems A and B.
We are interested in the following communication tasks
and the associated channel capacities.
The first task is the transmission of quantum informa-
tion. The quantum capacity characterizes the ability of
a quantum channel for this task in the absence of addi-
tional resources [5, 8, 10]
Q(N ) = lim
n!1
1
n
Q(1)(N⌦n), (3)
where Q(1)(N ) = max AA0 Q(1)(N , AA
0
) is the coher-
ent information of a quantum channel. The maximum is
taken over all input states purified with a reference sys-
tem A. The quantity Q(1)(N , AA0) = H(B)  H(AB),
where H(B), H(AB) are the von Neumann entropies of
⇢B = N (trA0 AA0), ⇢AB = idA ⌦ NA0!B( AA0) and id
denotes the identity channel.
For some channels, the coherent information is addi-
tive and thus exactly characterizes their capacity. In
these cases, it is possible to compute the capacity ex-
actly [20]. However, there are examples when this is not
the case [21, 22]: coherent information is superadditive.
Not only the coherent information is superadditive, but
also, the quantum capacity itself is superadditive [17, 23]
– there exist pairs of channels such that their joint ca-
pacity is strictly larger than the sum of their capacities.
The second task is the transmission of private classi-
cal information. The capacity of a channel for this task
without additional resources is called the private capac-
ity [9, 10]. We define the private information to be
P(1)(N ) = maxP
x px|xihx|X⌦⇢A0
I(X;B)  I(X;E), (4)
where I(X;B) and I(X;E) are evaluated on the
states idX ⌦ NA0!B(Px px|xihx|X ⌦ ⇢A0) and id ⌦
NˆA0!E(Px px|xihx|X ⌦ ⇢A0). The private capacity is
given by the regularization of the private information
P(N ) = lim
n!1
1
n
P(1)(N⌦n). (5)
Both private information [24–26] and the private capac-
ity [18, 19, 27] were found to be superadditive.
The third task is the transmission of classical infor-
mation. The classical capacity [6, 7] characterizes the
capacity of a quantum channel for transmitting classi-
cal information without additional resources. To char-
acterize the classical capacity we first define the Holevo
information
C(1)(N ) = maxP
x px|xihx|X⌦⇢A0
I(X;B). (6)
The classical capacity is given by the regularization of
the Holevo information
C(N ) = lim
n!1
1
n
C(1)(N⌦n). (7)
Holevo information is superadditive [28] but it is a chal-
lenging open question whether or not the classical ca-
pacity verifies any of the three properties of convexity,
additivity, and computability.
In some scenarios, sender and receiver may share addi-
tional resources which they can leverage to increase their
communication rates. The capacities of a channel for a
communication task assisted by additional resources turn
out to have completely di↵erent properties than their
unassisted counterparts. One such example is shared en-
tanglement. The entanglement-assisted classical capacity
of a quantum channel Ce(N ) is both convex and additive
and can be computed e ciently [4].
Alternatively, one may consider the environment of the
channel as a friendly helper that ‘assists’ the sender dur-
ing information transmission [29]. This third party can
input states independently of the sender or even inter-
act with the sender by exchanging messages. This gives
rise to a host of environment-assisted classical capacities
depending on whether we have active or passive environ-
ment assistance [13] or whether the sender and environ-
ment are allowed to share entanglement or interact by
means of local operations and classical communication.
In our work, we focus on the weakest variant of assis-
tance for classical communication when the helper is in
the product state with the sender [14]. The correspond-
ing capacity is given by
CH(N ) = lim
n!1
1
n
max
⌘
C(1)(N⌦n⌘ ), (8)
where N⌦n⌘ (⇢) = trFW⌦n(⇢ ⌦ ⌘)(W⌦n)†. WAE!BF
is an isometric extension of the channel such that:
NA!B(⇢A) = trFW⇢A ⌦ |0ih0|EW † and ⌘ is a state of
the system E over n uses of the channel.
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FIG. 1. Operational interpretation of non-convexity. Above,
Alice has full control over which channel is applied in the
transmission, but she has to apply each channel with some
probability. Below, a black box chooses the channel for Alice
(with the same probabilities). Non-convexity implies that Al-
ice might communicate at a strictly higher rate in the scenario
below.
Private capacity
We first show that private capacity is non-convex. Let
us first define two families of channels. The first is the
d-dimensional erasure channel Ed,p. Its action is defined
as follows:
Ed,p(⇢) = (1  p)⇢+ p|eihe|. (9)
That is, Ed,p takes the input to the output with probabil-
ity 1 p and with probability p it outputs an erasure flag.
The private capacity of the erasure channel is known to
be [20]:
P (Ed,p) = max{0, (1  2p) log d}. (10)
The second is the ‘rocket channel’ Rd. It was intro-
duced by Smith and Smolin in [19]. It takes two d-
dimensional inputs that we label C and D. The channel
chooses two unitaries U and V at random [30] and applies
them to C and D respectively, followed by the applica-
tion of a joint dephasing operation P . The map is given
by P =
P
ij !
ij |iihi|⌦|jihj| with ! being a primitive d-th
root of unity. Finally, the first system is traced out and
the second system together with a classical description
of U and V is sent to the receiver. Given U and V the
action of the channel can be written as
RUVd (⇢) = trC
 
PUV ⇢CD (PUV )⇤
 ⌦ |UihU |⌦ |V ihV | ,
(11)
where PUV = P ·(U⌦V ). The total action of the channel
is the average
Rd(⇢) = EUVRUVd (⇢). (12)
Rocket channels have small classical capacity for d  
9 [19]:
0 < C(Rd)  2. (13)
Now let us consider a convex combination of a flagged
erasure channel and a flagged rocket channel:
Nq,d,p = qN 1d,p + (1  q)N 2d . (14)
where N 1d,p = Ed2,p ⌦ |0ih0| and N 2d = Rd ⌦ |1ih1|.
In the following we prove that for some ranges of d, p
and q
P(Nq,d,p) > qP(N 1d,p) + (1  q)P(N 2d ). (15)
The right-hand side of (15) is bounded from above by
q ·max{0, (1  2p)2 log d}+ 2(1  q). (16)
We can bound P(Nq,d,p) from below by Q(Nq,d,p).
Hence, we can argue that any achievable rate for quan-
tum communication (itself a lower bound on the quan-
tum capacity) is a lower bound on the private capacity.
Let ⇢A
1A2C1D1C2D2 be some input for two uses of channel
Nq,d,p. Then:
P(Nq,d,p)   Q(Nq,d,p)   1
2
Q(1)
⇣
N⌦2q,d,p, ⇢
⌘
. (17)
Now, let the input be:
⇢A
1A2C1D1C2D2 =  A
1D1 ⌦  C1C2 ⌦  A2D2 , (18)
where  AB represents a maximally entangled state be-
tween systems A and B. We use a subscript if the register
corresponds to a concrete channel use and a superscript
to number the subsystem: C12 stands for the first sub-
system of the register C in the second use of the channel
and A2 the second subsystem of an auxiliary register A.
The coherent information achieved by (18) is:
Q(1)(N⌦2q,d,p, ⇢) = 2q((1 q)(2 3p)+q(1 2p)) log d. (19)
See the Supplemental material for details. Consequently,
the private capacity of Nq,d,p is bounded from below by:
P(Nq,d,p)   1
2
Q(1)(N⌦2q,d,p, ⇢) (20)
  q ((1  q)(2  3p) + q(1  2p)) log d. (21)
It remains to compare the achievable bound in (21) with
the converse bound in (16). For any triple (q, d, p) such
that (21) is strictly greater than (16) the private capacity
is non-convex. Figure 2 depicts the achievable region for
which we exhibit non-convexity.
Classical environment-assisted capacity
We now turn to non-convexity of classical capacity
with the weakest environment assistance. We start with
providing two channels and a special entangled input
state which we use to demonstrate this e↵ect. Consider
a flagged combination of the two channels used in [14] to
show superadditivity of CH .
The first channel is defined by a controlled unitary
V AE!FB =
P
x,z |xziF hxz|A ⌦ (W (x, z))E!B where
4FIG. 2. The figure shows the di↵erence between (21) and (16)
normalized by log d when d goes to infinity. A value larger
than zero implies non-convexity of P.
W (x, z) = X(x)Z(z), X(x)|ji = |(x + j) mod di,
Z(z)|ji = !zj |ji and ! is again the primitive d-th root
of unity.
The second channel is a SWAP channel: SWAP(| iA⌦
| iE) = | iB ⌦ | iF .
Thus, our channels will have the form N1 = |0ih0| ⌦
V AE!BF and N2 = |1ih1| ⌦ SWAPAE!BF . Fix |A| =
|F | = d2, |E| = d, |B| = d. In the following we prove that
for some range of p:
CH (pN1 + (1  p)N2) > pCH(N1)+(1 p)CH(N2). (22)
It follows from [14] that CH(N1) = log d and CH(N2) = 0.
Hence, the right-hand side of (22) is bounded from above
by
pCH(N1) + (1  p)CH(N2)  p log d . (23)
In order to bound from below the left-hand side of
(22), consider two uses of the channel M = pN1 + (1  
p)N2. Let the state of the environment be the maximally
entangled state between E1 and E2:  E1E2 and the input
state to the channel:
⇢XA1A2 =
1
d2
d 1X
i,j=0
|ijihij|X⌦ |ijihij|A1⌦ |ijihij|A2 (24)
Then,
CH(M⌦2)   I(X : B1B2)M⌦2(⇢), (25)
and since M is flagged, we can also divide the mutual
information into the sum of the mutual information as-
sociated with each channel action. Let us compute the
corresponding output states:
N⌦21 (⇢) =
1
d2
d 1X
i,j=0
|ijihij|X ⌦ Z(j)⌦ Z(j)( B1B2)
(26)
N1 ⌦N2(⇢) = 1
d2
d 1X
i,j=0
|ijihij|X ⌦ id⌦W (i, j)   B1B2 
(27)
N⌦22 (⇢) =
1
d2
d 1X
i,j=0
|ijihij|X ⌦  B1B2 (28)
Note that N2⌦N1(⇢) is just N1⌦N2(⇢) with B1 and B2
swapped. The state obtained from the action of N⌦21 (⇢)
follows from the observation that W (x, z)⌦W (x, z)  =
id⌦W (x, z)TW (x, z)  = Z(j)⌦ Z(j) .
It is easy to verify that I(X;B1B2) vanishes whenN2⌦
N2 is applied and takes the value 2 log d when either N2⌦
N1 or N1⌦N2 is applied. In the case of N1⌦N1 we can
bound the mutual information by:
I(X;B1B2)⇢ =
⇢
log d if d is odd
log d/2 if d is even
(29)
Let us justify (29). The input state is a clasical-
quantum state of the form:
P
ij |ijihij|X ⌦ ⇢A1A2ij . We
can write explicitly the input states as:
⇢A1A2ij = |ijihij|A1 ⌦ |ijihij|A2 . (30)
If we apply the channel to an input state, we can conclude
from (26) that the output does only depend on j and it
simplifies to:
 B1B2j :=W (i, j)⌦W (i, j)  (31)
=
1p
2
Z(j)⌦ Z(j)
d 1X
i=0
|iii (32)
=
d 1X
i=0
!2ji|iii . (33)
Let 0  a, b  d  1 and a 6= b, we can check the orthog-
onality between two output states:
h a| bi = 1
d
d 1X
i,j=0
! 2ai!2bjhii|jji (34)
=
1
d
d 1X
j=0
(!2(b a))j . (35)
(35) is a geometric series. Then, if !2(b a)   1 6= 0:
h a| bi = (!
2(b a))d   1
(!2(b a))  1 = 0 . (36)
5That is,  a and  b are orthogonal except if !2(b a) = 1
and then  a =  b. This is the case if d divides 2(b   a)
which can only occur for 2(b  a) = d. Hence if d is even
there are d/2 orthogonal states and if d is odd there are d
orthogonal states. We conclude that I(X;B1B2) equals
log d if d is odd and log d/2 if d is even as claimed.
Adding all the contributions we obtain for odd d:
CH(M)   1
2
 
2p(1  p)2 log d+ p2 log d 
=
✓
2p  3
2
p2
◆
log d. (37)
Finally, comparing the achievable bound in (37) with
the converse bound in (23) one observes that for odd
d > 1 and 0 < p < 2/3 the classical capacity with passive
environment-assisted capacity is non-convex.
Discussion
Computability, additivity, and convexity are three fun-
damental properties of capacity which allow to charac-
terize the usefulness of a quantum channel for a concrete
communication task.
Here, we focused our attention on non-convexity. Prior
to our work, non-convexity had only been proven for
the quantum capacity. We exhibit non-convexity of
communication tasks involving classical information via
quantum channels. Hence, our results show that non-
convexity is a generic feature of communications over
quantum channels that is not merely restricted to the
transmission of quantum information. Furthermore, non-
convexity is not an e↵ect which concerns only a zero-
measure set of quantum channels: by perturbing the
channels in our construction one finds that the result
still holds. However, it remains open how typical is non-
convexity (and non-additivity) if one chooses two chan-
nels at random.
Both our non-convexity proofs and that of the quan-
tum capacity build on top of non-additivity proofs. It is
unclear if this is an artifact of the constructions or they
hint to a deeper relation between both properties. More-
over, the non-convexity functional that we introduce here
gives rise to a potential capacity analogous to the one in-
duced by non-additivity. It is tempting to conjecture that
the the two potential capacities, and more broadly, non-
convexity and non-additivity, are closely related. Hence,
a better understanding of this relation might shed some
light into how much do the di↵erent capacities really
gauge the usefulness of quantum channels for commu-
nication tasks.
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Appendix A: Justification of (19).
Now we analyze the coherent information achieved by the input
⇢A
1A2C1D1C2D2 =  A
1D1 ⌦  C1C2 ⌦  A2D2 . (A1)
After sending ⇢ through two copies of the channel N⌦2q,d,p, the resulting state is:
N⌦2q,d,p(⇢) = q2(Ed2,p ⌦ Ed2,p)(⇢)⌦ |0ih0|⌦ |0ih0|
+ q(1  q)(Ed2,p ⌦Rd)(⇢)⌦ |0ih0|⌦ |1ih1|
+ (1  q)q(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p)(⇢)⌦ |1ih1|⌦ |0ih0|
+ (1  q)2(Rd ⌦Rd)(⇢)⌦ |1ih1|⌦ |1ih1|. (A2)
Since the channel is a flagged combination of E and R, the coherent information is just the weighted sum of four terms
Q(1)(N⌦2q,d,p, ⇢) = q2Q(1)(Ed2,p ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢)
+ q(1  q)Q(1)(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢)
+ q(1  q)Q(1)(Ed2,p ⌦Rd, ⇢)
+ (1  q)2Q(1)(Rd ⌦Rd, ⇢). (A3)
By symmetry of the input state, one has
Q(1)(Ed2,p ⌦Rd, ⇢) = Q(1)(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢). (A4)
Let us compute each of the three terms. First, we consider two erasure channels. The resulting state is⇣
idA
1A2 ⌦ EC1D1!B11B21d2,p ⌦ EC2D2!B
1
2B
2
2
d2,p
⌘
(⇢) = (1  p)2 A1B11 ⌦  B21B22 ⌦  A2B12
+ p(1  p) A1B11 ⌦ ⇡B21 ⌦ ⇡A2 ⌦ |eihe|B12B22
+ p(1  p) A2B22 ⌦ ⇡B12 ⌦ ⇡A1 ⌦ |eihe|B11B21
+ p2⇡A
1A2 ⌦ |eihe|B11B21 ⌦ |eihe|B12B22 , (A5)
where ⇡ stands for the maximally mixed state. The four states of this mixture can be di↵erentiated by checking the
erasure flag. This implies that the coherent information can also be divided into the sum of the coherent information
of each term.
Q(1)(Ed2,p ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢) = (1  p)22 log d+ 2p(1  p)0 + p2( 2 log d) (A6)
= (1  2p)2 log d. (A7)
The resulting state in the case of one erasure channel and one rocket channel is
(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p)(⇢) = (1  p)(Rd ⌦ id)(⇢) + p(Rd ⌦ Ed2,1)(⇢) (A8)
which yields
Q(1)(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢) = (2  3p) log d. (A9)
Finally, the use of two rocket channels yields
Q(1)(Rd ⌦Rd, ⇢)   0. (A10)
For justification of (A9) and (A10) see Appendix B.
We plug (A6), (A9), and (A10) back into (A3)
Q(1)(N⌦2q,d,p, ⇢) = 2q((1  q)(2  3p) + q(1  2p)) log d (A11)
2Appendix B: Justification of (A9) and (A10).
The arguments follow from [1]. Let us analyze the action of one rocket channel and one erasure. This action can
be decomposed into the action of the identity channel with probability (1   p) and an erasure with probability p as
stated in (A8). Let us compute the resulting state in both situations. For ⇢A
1A2C1D1C2D2 =  A
1D1 ⌦ C1C2 ⌦ A2D2
we get:
(Rd ⌦ id)(⇢) = RC1D1!B1d
⇣
 A
1D1 ⌦  C1B12
⌘
⌦  A2B22 (B1)
The key idea here is that the register C1 is maximally entangled with the register B12 , which is available to the receiver.
Hence, the receiver can undo each unitary applied to C1 by applying the inverse of the transpose of the corresponding
unitary. More precisely, for each choice of U and V from the channel:⇣
(V †)B1   PB1B12   ((UT )†)B22  RUVd
⌘⇣
 A
1D1 ⌦  C1B12
⌘
=  A
1D1 ⌦ ⇡B12 (B2)
In the case of rocket channel and erasure we obtain:
(Rd⌦Ed2,1)(⇢) = RC1D1!B1d
⇣
 A
1D1 ⌦ ⇡C1
⌘
⌦ ⇡A2 ⌦ |eihe|B12B22 (B3)
Let us denote by  ABU = (id⌦ U) AB
 
id⌦ U† , then:  ABUT = (U ⌦ id) AB  U † ⌦ id . If we focus our attention on
the action of the rocket channel for some concrete U and V :
RUVd
⇣
 A
1D1 ⌦ ⇡C1
⌘
= trC1
0@X
ijkl
!ij kl|ijihij|D1C1( V ⌦ ⇡)|klihkl|D1C1
1A (B4)
=
X
ijl
!i(j l)|jihj|D1 V |lihl|D1
=
X
j
|jihj|D1 V |jihj|D1
=
X
j
 
V T ⌦ |jihj|D1  ⇣ V T  † ⌦ |jihj|D1⌘
= UT ⌦ D¯ ( )
where D¯ denotes the completely dephasing channel in the computational basis. We can conclude thatQ(1)(Rd⌦id, ⇢) =
2 log d, Q(1)(Rd ⌦ Ed2,1, ⇢) =   log d and Q(1)(Rd ⌦ Ed2,p, ⇢) = (2  3p) log d.
Now, let us analyze the action of two rocket channels. From the data processing inequality for coherent information
we have that Q(1)(Rd ⌦Rd, ⇢)   Q(1)(D¯  Rd ⌦ D¯  Rd, ⇢). Now we will show that,h
idA
1 ⌦ D¯  RUVd
i
⌦
h
idA
2 ⌦ D¯  RWXd
i ⇣
 A
1D1 ⌦  C1C2 ⌦  A2D2
⌘
(B5)
=
 
V T
 A1 ⌦ D¯ ⌦  XT  A2 ⌦ D¯ ⇣ A1D1 ⌦  A2D2⌘ , (B6)
where the action of RUVd and R
WX
d is described in (B4). Then, since coherent information is invariant under the
application of local unitaries:
Q(1)(RUVd ⌦RWXd , ⇢)   Q(1)(D¯ ⌦ D¯, A
1D1 ⌦  A2D2) = 0 . (B7)
We can write explicitly the form of the output after acting on the input state with RUVd ⌦RWXd :
 A
1A2D1D2 = (B8)
=
X
ijkl
abcd
!ij kl+ab cd
⇣
id⌦ |jihj| A1D1V id⌦ |lihl|
⌘
⌦
⇣
id⌦ |bihb| A2D2X id⌦ |dihd|
⌘
tr (|iihi|⌦ |aiha| UTW |kihk|⌦ |cihc|)
(B9)
=
X
ijl
abd
!i(j l)+a(b d)
⇣
id⌦ |jihj| A1D1V id⌦ |lihl|
⌘
⌦
⇣
id⌦ |bihb| A2D2X id⌦ |dihd|
⌘
hia| UTW |iai. (B10)
3If we apply a dephasing channel at the output we obtain the following:
D¯ ⌦ D¯
⇣
 A
1A2D1D2
⌘
=
X
xy
idA
1A2 ⌦ |xyihxy|D1D2 A1A2D1D2 idA1A2 ⌦ |xyihxy|D1D2 (B11)
=
X
iajb
⇣
id⌦ |jihj| A1D1V id⌦ |jihj|
⌘
⌦
⇣
id⌦ |bihb| A2D2X id⌦ |bihb|
⌘
hia| UTW |iai (B12)
=
X
jb
⇣
id⌦ |jihj| A1D1V id⌦ |jihj|
⌘
⌦
⇣
id⌦ |bihb| A2D2X id⌦ |bihb|
⌘
(B13)
=
 
V T
 A1 ⌦ D¯ ⌦  XT  A2 ⌦ D¯ ⇣ A1D1 ⌦  A2D2⌘ . (B14)
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